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Recent Additions February 2021
1. Pathak, Ashok
India's strategies for information war & cyber deterrence / Ashok Pathak. - New Delhi:
Vivekananda International Foundation, 2020. xvi, 380p.

Abstract: The concept of Information Warfare (IW) is as old as warfare itself but has gained in
significance in recent times where we look at non-contact battles between two adversaries. This
concept involves the use of information and communication technologies; and taking it a little
further, it transforms into the use of computers and cyberspace in warfare. This book delves into this
complex topic and brings out issues and facets especially pertaining to India. It emphasises that
issues of National Security and Nation Building in this information age are intertwined. The
leadership of today needs to give credence to this aspect and work towards strengthening strategies,
which will eventually lead to a strong nation. While doing so, we must take measures to protect and
nurture the core of our civilisation, which is several thousand years old. Our capability to fight
without fear and ambiguity for safeguarding our nation and way of life must remain intact.
ISBN : 9789386473875.
1. Cyberterrorism - Prevention 2. Deterrence (Strategy) 3. Cyberspace - Security measures 4.
Cyberspace operations - Military science.I. Title
005.8 PAT20
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2. Doyle, Thomas E. II
Nuclear ethics in the twenty-first century : survival, order, and justice / Thomas E. Doyle II. London: Rowman & Littlefield International, 2020. xii, 206p.

Abstract: This book relates a complex ethical (re)assessment of the continued reliance by some
states on nuclear weapons as instruments of state power. This (re)assessment is more urgent
considering the relatively recent intensification of great power conflict dynamics and the nuclearweapon states’ recommitments to modernizing, augmenting, or tailoring their nuclear forces to
address vital state and alliance interests. And, especially since the beginning of the administration of
U.S. President Donald J. Trump, these recommitments have accelerated the degree to which the
political and moral dilemmas of (the threat of) nuclear use define and intensify existential risks for
specific states and the international community at large. To execute this (re)assessment, this book
details how strategic, political, legal, and moral reasoning are deeply intertwined on the questions of
vital state and global values. Its ontological assumptions are taken from a broadly construed IR
Constructivist stance, and its epistemological approach applies non-ideal moral principles informed
by Kantian thought to selected problems of nuclear-armed security competition as they evolved
since President Barack Obama’s 2009 Prague Declaration. This non-ideal moral approach employed
is committed to the view that the dual imperatives of humanity’s survival and the common security
of states requires an international order which privileges considerations of justice over powerpolitical considerations. This non-ideal moral approach is a necessary element of theorizing a set of
practices to effectively address the challenges and dilemmas of reordering international politics in
terms of justice.
ISBN : 9781442276604.
1. Nuclear arms control - Moral and ethical aspects 2. Nuclear non -proliferation - Moral and ethical
aspects 3. Nuclear weapons - Moral and ethical aspects .I. Title
172.422 DOY20
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3. Vimarsh : new frontiers in public debate / Edited by C D Sahay. - New Delhi: Pentagon
press LLP, 2020. xvi, 230p.

Abstract: There is always a purpose, an objective and a target audience behind the exercise of
writing and publishing any book. Measured against these classical parameters, the book on
`Vimarsh` might appear a bit different from the normal. Yes, it is so in many ways since it a book
that seeks to present before the readers a glimpse of the evolving thinking by experts in different
fields on different critical aspects of India`s growth story. That story is sought to be conveyed
through a carefully compiled narrative emerging out of a series of public lectures delivered by
eminent personalities on a variety of issues and subjects over a span of ten years commencing 2010
that marked the founding of Vivekananda International Foundation (VIF). These lectures have been
carefully converted into articles with minimal editing, ensuring that the essence of the speakers are
retained in the narrative presented before the readers. The journey begins with exploration of India`s
civilisational past through fascinating discourses on the Saraswati River and the contemporary
relevance of Swami Vivekananda. The narrative then moves on to incisive examination of a variety
of complex challenges of governance, national security and international diplomacy that an
aspirational India confronts. What is truly remarkable is that the key messages emanating from these
articles are relevant even today as the country continues its march for establishing a modern state.
ISBN : 9788194465973.
1. India - Social Changes 2. India - Civilisation. I. Sahay, C D ed. II. Title
303.48254 SAH20
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4. Kalra, Virinder S.
Beyond religion in India and Pakistan : gender and caste, borders and boundaries / Virinder
S. Kalra Purewal and Navtej K. Purewal. - London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2020. xi, 222p.

Abstract: Drawing on insights from theoretical engagements with materiality and subalternity,
Materiality, Practice and Performance at Sacred Sites in India and Pakistan opens new frames for
understanding religion in South Asia. The book takes seriously the realm of material expression in
popular religion as a very real and important indication of wider developments in political, social
and religious identity and practice. As a result, the authors challenge the definition of religion more
broadly. By exploring selected sites of piety including shrines and their associated ephemeral
paraphernalia such as amulets, posters, and clay objects, the authors argue that popular religion of
Punjab should neither be limited to a polarized picture between formal, institutional religion nor the
`enchanted universe' of rituals, saints, shrines and village deities. Instead, the book presents a
picture of `religion' as a realm of movement, mobilization, and multiplicity. Through extensive
ethnographic research, the authors explore the reality of the complex, fluid and dynamic relations
that characterize the everyday material and religious lives on the ground. Ultimately, popular
religion challenges the borders and boundaries of religious and communal categories, nationalism,
and theological frameworks.
ISBN : 9781350041752.
1. India - Religion and sociology 2. Pakistan - Religion and sociology 3. India - Caste.
I. Purewal, Navtej K. II. Title
306.60954 KAL20
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5. Mahadevan, Prem
Islamism and Intelligence in South Asia : militancy, politics and security / Prem Mahadevan.
- New York: Bloombury Publishing, 2020. xix, 267p.

Abstract: State sponsorship of terrorism is a complex and important topic in today's international
affairs - and especially pertinent in the regional politics of the Middle East and South Asia, where
Pakistan has long been a flashpoint of Islamist politics and terrorism. In Islamism and Intelligence
in South Asia, Prem Mahadevan demonstrates how over several decades, radical Islamists,
sometimes with the tacit support of parts of the military establishment, have weakened democratic
governance in Pakistan and acquired progressively larger influence over policy-making. Mahadevan
traces this history back to the anti-colonial Deobandi movement, which was born out of the postpartition political atmosphere and a rediscovery of the thinking of Ibn Taymiyyah, and partially
ennobled the idea of 'jihad' in South Asia as a righteous war against foreign oppression. Using
Pakistani media and academic sources for the bulk of its raw data, and reinforcing this with
scholarly analysis from Western commentators, the book tracks Pakistan's trajectory towards a 'soft'
Islamic revolution. Envisioned by the country's intelligence community as a solution to chronic
governance failures, these narratives called for a re-orientation away from South Asia and towards
the Middle East. In the process, Pakistan has become a sanctuary for Arab jihadist groups, such as
Al-Qaeda, who had no previous ethnic or linguistic connection with South Asia. Most alarmingly,
official discourse on terrorism has been partly silenced by the military-intelligence complex. The
result is a slow drift towards extremism and possible legitimation of internationally proscribed
terrorist organizations in Pakistan's electoral politics.
ISBN : 9780755600717.
1. South Asia - Islam and politics 2. South Asia - Islam and state 3. South Asia - Islam.

I. Title

320.5570954 MAH20
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6. Singh, RNP
Politics of opportunism : regional parties, coalitions, centre-state relations in India / RNP
Singh. - New Delhi: Vivekananda International Foundation, 2019. xxiii, 438p.

Abstract: With over 2000 political parties registered with the Election Commission and national
parties no longer being able to garner a simple majority, the rules of the game of politics in India are
fast changing. There is little doubt that coalition governments are here to stay. But what about
ideology and vision, dignity and ethics? Will they find a place in this power-hungry world of
political opportunism? Rampant horse trading, brazen poaching of MLAs, defection and an inherent
instability define coalition politics today the worst manipulator of the popular mandate. On the eve
of the 2019 general elections, the book, Politics of Opportunism: Regional Parties, Coalitions,
Centre-State Relations in India, gives you a crisp overview of the past and a critical look at Indias
political present, and charts the path of instability that has finally led to a firming up of Indias
democratic process.
ISBN : 9789386473523.
1. India - Coalition governments 2. India - Politics and government - 1947 3. India - Political parties
4. India - Federal government. I. Title
324.254 SIN19
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7. Encyclopedia of diplomacy / Edited by Gordon Martel. - West Sussex: Wiley Blackwell,
2018. xlvii, 465p. Vol.1-4.

Abstract: The Encyclopedia of Diplomacy is a complete and authoritative 4-volume compendium
of the most important events, people and terms associated with diplomacy and international
relations from ancient times to the present, from a global perspective. An invaluable resource for
anyone interested in diplomacy, its history and the relations between states&nbsp; Includes newer
areas of scholarship such as the role of non-state organizations, including the UN and
M&eacute;decins Sans Fronti&egrave;res, and the exercise of soft power, as well as issues of
globalization and climate change Provides clear, concise information on the most important events,
people, and terms associated with diplomacy and international relations in an A-Z format All entries
are rigorously peer reviewed to ensure the highest quality of scholarship Provides a platform to
introduce unfamiliar terms and concepts to students engaging with the literature of the field for the
first time"-- Provided by publisher. This book is a complete and authoritative 4-volume
compendium of the most important events, people and terms associated with diplomacy and
international relations from ancient times to the present, from a global perspective.
ISBN : 9781118887912.
1. Diplomacy - Encyclopedias 2. International relations - Encyclopedias. I. Martel, Gordon ed.
II. Title

327.203 MAR18
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8. Krishnan, Ananth
India's China challenge : a journey through China's rise and what it means for India / Ananth
Krishnan. – Uttar Pradesh: HarperCollins Publishers, 2020. xvi, 419p.

Abstract: Ananth Krishnan first moved to China in the summer of 2008. In the years that followed,
he had a ringside view of the country's remarkable transformation. He reported from Beijing for a
decade, for the India Today and The Hindu. This gave him a privileged opportunity that few Indians
have had - to travel the length and breadth of the country, beyond the glitzy skyscrapers of Shanghai
and the grand avenues of Beijing that greet most tourists, to the heart of China's rise. This book is
Krishnan's attempt at unpacking India's China challenge, which is four-fold: the political challenge
of dealing with a one-party state that is looking to increasingly shape global institutions; the military
challenge of managing an unresolved border; the economic challenge of both learning from China's
remarkable and unique growth story and building a closer relationship; and the conceptual challenge
of changing how we think about and engage with our most important neighbour. India's China
Challenge tells the story of a complex political relationship, and how China - and its leading
opinion-makers - view India. It looks at the economic dimensions and cultural connect, and the
internal political and social transformations in China that continue to shape both the country's future
and its relations with India.
ISBN : 9789390327683.
1. India - Foreign relations - China 2. China - Foreign relations – India 3. Diplomatic relations.
I. Title
327.51054 KRI20
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9. Gupta, Arvind
India's foreign policy : surviving in a turbulent world / Arvind Gupta and Anil Wadhwa. –
New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2020. vii, 428p.

Abstract: Written by foreign policy experts, academics and practioners, this book develops the
frameworks and strategies for India's foreign policy that can be adopted to meet the emerging
challenges and non-traditional threats in the new world order. It studies the important aspects of
India's foreign policy in the present unsettled world order and comes up with strategies and policy
suggestions. It raises several questions to highlight the future direction of foreign policy and the
challenges that India may have to deal with in the coming years. The book covers the domestic
dimension of the country's foreign policy, which is often missed out in policy discussion. It
examines the close link between national security and foreign policy, and shows how foreign policy
can be leveraged to strengthen the economy and make India a hub of innovation. This book
emphasizes soft power strategies to ensure that a strategic approach to soft power projection is
adopted.
ISBN : 9789353882952.
1. India - Foreign relations. 2. India - Foreign policy 3. India - Security. I. Wadhwa, Anil II. Title
327.54 GUP20
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10. Banerjee, Gautam
China’s great leap forward-II : the China Pakistan economic corridor and strategic reshaping
of Indian neighbourhood / Gautam Banerjee. - New Delhi: Lancer Publishers & Distributors,
2019. xiv, 152p.

Abstract: Development of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor is a fulcrum of the One Belt One
Road Initiative through which China seeks to realise the ‘Chinese Dream’ to be a global power and
a regional hegemon. The Corridor connects China’s Western Xinjiang with Pakistan’s Makran
Coast, traversing through one of the most challenging geographic as well as human terrain that
would require extra-ordinary engineering resources to execute, massive amounts to fund and
extreme political acumen to manage the untameable societal fissures. That indeed is a tall and
complex order. The Corridor brings up a host of strategic adversities to India. While pumping-up
Pakistan’s innate anti-Indian dogma and China’s compulsive India-averseness, the Corridor violates
India’s sovereignty, even if disputed, over the Pakistan Occupied Kashmir, and consolidates the
duo’s political nexus with conjoined military capabilities against India. India’s problems are further
exacerbated when the Initiative consolidates Pakistan’s illegal occupation of North-Western
Kashmir and inter alia seals the severance of India’s traditional land connectivity’s with
Afghanistan and the Central Asian Republics. This Book, besides describing the plans and
challenges of construction and gainful management thereafter, highlights that since China believes
in crystallising its ‘dream’ with the backing of political, and by implication, military power, it is
obvious that the Initiative would have more than just purely economic consequences.
ISBN : 9788170623212.
1. China - Foreign economic relations - Pakistan 2. China - Economic policy 3. China - Economic
conditions. I. Title
338.951 BAN19
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11. Subramaniam, Arjun
Full spectrum : India's wars 1972-2020 / Arjun Subramaniam. - Uttar Pradesh:
HarperCollins Publishers, 2020. xii, 468p.

Abstract: The armed forces have played a key role in protecting India's sovereignty and raising its
stature as a stable democracy and responsible regional power. Though the nation's soldiers, sailors
and airmen occupy a special place in people's hearts, standard narratives of contemporary Indian
history rarely cover the military dimension. In his first book, India's Wars: A Military History,
1947-1971, Arjun Subramaniam attempted to set this right by taking readers on a journey until the
liberation of Bangladesh in 1971. Full Spectrum: India's Wars, 1972-2020 takes the story forward. It
is a sweeping account of war and conflict in contemporary India over the past five decades.
Covering every major operation that the armed forces have participated in - including insurgencies
in the north-east, terrorism and proxy wars in Jammu and Kashmir, separatist violence in Punjab,
the IPKF intervention in Sri Lanka, and the continued stress along the LoC and LAC - it fuses the
strategic, operational, tactical and human dimensions of war and conflict into a racy narrative that
reflects their changing character in modern times.
ISBN : 9789353578053.
1. India - History, Military. I. Title
355.020954 SUB20
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12. Basu, Shubhankar
Changing character of hybrid war : the threats to India / Shubhankar Basu. - New Delhi:
Pentagon Press LLP, 2020. xx, 183p.

Abstract: India’s security dilemmas are complex, with two hostile powers on its frontiers and a
large number of internal fault lines which are vulnerable and have been exploited by the adversaries
in the past. The Indian Army Doctrine of 2018 defines ‘the collusive external threat from
adversaries as well as the internal instability due to state/non-state sponsored proxy war’ as the
primary security challenge to India. It further amplifies the changing character of war as ‘wars will
be hybrid in nature, a blend of conventional and unconventional, with focus increasingly shifting to
multi domain warfare varying from non-contact to contact warfare’. In a nutshell therefore hybrid
war is among the primary areas of focus for the Indian military today.
ISBN : 9788194465980.
1. Hybrid warfare 2. India - Military Policy 3. India - National security. I. Title
355.0310954 BAS20
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13. Banerjee, Gautam
Management of India's military prowess : issues and aspects / Gautam Banerjee. - New Delhi:
Vivekananda International Foundation, 2020. xi, 253p.

Abstract: Conceptualising the foundations of national defence and organising a conformingly
robust military structure is a humungous task of extremely complexities. Even nations who possess
pristine strategic vision and deep rooted military culture find it practically impossible to home on to
the right equation between their political goals, military power and optimal resource allocation. The
reason lies in the fact that no matter what mock drills one puts up, outcome of military campaigns
often remain uncertain and unpredictable, and independent of the forces fielded to secure victory.
There can be no right formulae, no right examples and no practice round to hone one's concepts and
practices before the final, bloody and destructive showdown. Irreversibility of war further makes it a
nightmare for military planners to guarantee success. At the best they can apply their professional
insight to anticipate adverse situations, notionally replicate these and then harness tactical acumen
to find possibly the most effective courses of actions to deal with the circumstances. It is here that
the salience of various issues discussed in this book come into contention. The book does not offer
formulae for the achievement of military success. Rather it offers an insight into the ingredients and
processes that enable military planners to conceive the best possible force composition to win wars.
ISBN : 9789390095056.
1. Military Management 2. India - Military prowess 3. Civil military relations 4. India - Soldier and
society. I. Title
355.033054 BAN20
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14. Selected essays / Edited by Gautam Banerjee. - New Delhi: Pentagon Press LLP, 2020. xi,
296p.

Abstract: To commemorate the Tenth Anniversary of the Foundation, a selection of 15 articles of
contemporary national concerns, along with analyses and prognoses, are presented in this volume
after due revision and updating. Authored by the fraternity of VIF stalwarts, with a sprinkling of
potential researchers, the topics chosen are diverse, and as the reader would find, the analyses are as
concurrent today as when the papers were written in the past few years. The lead authors, of course,
are among the top strategic thinkers of contemporary times—Shri S. Gurumurthy, Shri Satish
Chandra, General N. C. Vij and Dr. Arvind Gupta, to mention just a few. As the reader will
appreciate, each article goes a step ahead to look beyond the usual, mundane discourses.
ISBN : 9788194283751.
1. Military readiness 2. India - Foreign relations 3. India - Economic conditions
4. India - Technological innovations 5. Diplomatic relations I. Banerjee, Gautam ed.
II. Title

355.033054 BAN20
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15. Banerjee, Somen
Maritime power through blue economy in the Indian context / Somen Banerjee. - New Delhi:
Vivekananada International Foundation, 2018. 125p.

Abstract: At the outset, this monograph has sought to resolve the ambiguities in comprehending
the oft-used phrase ‘maritime power’. It has established that constituents are those permanent
attributes which make a country easier or harder to be at sea. On the other hand enablers of maritime
power are its potentials. Thus, long coastline is a constituent and the fishing industry that spawns on
the coast is an enabler. The paper has then discussed the varied interpretations of Blue Economy,
especially its preponderant bias towards the sea, under the aegis of initiatives steered by the Small
Island Developing States (SIDS). In the Indian context such an outlook would be myopic due to an
equally large water capital inland. In addition, Blue Economy also seeks to integrate social equity
and environmental protection with economic development.
1. India - Sea-power 2. India - Naval Security. I. Title
359.03 BAN18
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16. Howard, Michael
Historical sensibility : Sir Michael Howard and the International Institute for Strategic
Studies, 1958-2019 / Michael Howard. - Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2020. 395p.

Abstract: With the death of Professor Sir Michael Howard, The International Institute for Strategic
Studies (IISS) lost not only its president emeritus but the last of its founders and intellectual parents.
The foremost military historian of his generation, Sir Michael embodied and epitomised a historical
sensibility that informed all his writing. He will forever remain an icon not only for historians, but
for all those who acknowledge the indispensability of history and the historical sensibility for any
true understanding of present events. In tribute to Sir Michael and in celebration of his life and
work, this Adelphi book collects a selection of his remarks and writings for IISS publications over
six decades, as well as previously unprinted material. Through this collection, these works will
reach a new generation of readers and be made more accessible to those fortunate enough to have
read them already. They illustrate Sir Michael's role in the Institute's creation and his abiding
presence in its evolving intellectual life, and serve as a historical document, tracing the development
of strategic thought and preoccupations from the 1950s to the recent past. In addition to their
historical value, Sir Michael's conclusions retain their immediacy and power. This book is therefore
of direct relevance to anyone interested in contemporary events: whether the professional analyst,
the student of international relations or the general reader.
ISBN : 9780367495626.
1. Howard, Michael, - 1922-2019 2. Military history 3. International Institute for Strategic Studies.
I. Title
907.202 HOW20
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17. Singh, RNP
Did India fail frontier Gandhi? / RNP Singh. - New Delhi: Vivekananda International
Foundation, 2020. xxxix, 310p.

Abstract: You have thrown us to the wolves!’ These words by Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan will
continue to haunt the nation for decades to come. In the story of India’s Freedom Struggle, he was
one of the bravest. A martyr. Yet he and his Pakhtun brothers were betrayed without a second
thought. His dream of an undivided India was crushed when the Partition plan was accepted by the
Congress without even consulting him. The newly formed Pakistan government considered him a
traitor and threw him into jail several times, even in his old age, forcing him into exile in
Afghanistan. Ghaffar Khan was a man who lived, sacrificed, suffered and died for his people. To his
followers, he was their uncrowned king, ‘Badshah’ Khan, while the rest of the world will remember
him as the ‘greatest non-violent soldier of Islam’. For those of the new generation, this book is an
opportunity to revisit this chapter of India’s history and give this iconic son his due respect and
love.
ISBN : 9789386473929.
1. Pakistan - Politics and government 2. Pakistan - Politicians 3. Khan, Abdul Ghaffar - Biography.
I. Title
923.25491 SIN20
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18. Aiyar, Shankkar
Gated republic : India's public policy failures and private solutions / Shankkar Aiyar. - Uttar
Pradesh, India: HarperCollins Publishers, 2020. 298p.

Abstract: Seventy years since it became a republic, India has come a long way. But it is still failing
on some key fronts: the provision of water, health, education, power, and law and order. Piped
drinking water for all continues to be a pipe dream; homes and businesses are haunted by power
outages; the lack of proper primary health care renders the poorest more vulnerable; millions of
children coming out of schools lack rudimentary skills; and the security of lives and enterprises, a
source of great anxiety, depends on private contractors. Indians are seceding from dependence on
the government for these most basic of services and are investing in the pay-and-plug economy.
They have internalized the incapacity of the state to deliver these and are opting for private
providers despite the costs. That this is happening even as the state spends more and more tax-payer
money every year is the reflection of a harsh reality: there is too much government and too little
governance. But can India sustain private republics amidst public failures in a landscape scarred by
social and economic fault lines? What are the possible solutions? Can government reinvent itself?
The Gated Republic presents an interrogative view of the history and future of private India.
ISBN : 9789353573874.
1. India - History 2. India - Economic policy 3. India - Political planning 4. India - Social policy.
I. Title
954 AIY20
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19. India 2020 : a reference annual / Compiled by New Media Wing. - 64th Ed. - India:
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, 2020. 778p.

Abstract: India 2020 - a reference annual is a comprehensive Digest of the country's progress in
different fields.The book deals with all aspects of development - from rural to urban, industry to
infrastructure, Science and Technology to art and Culture, economy, health, defence to education
and mass Communication. The sections on General Knowledge, current Affairs, sports and
important events, are a must read for comprehensive understanding of these fields.
ISBN : 9788123032399.
1. India - Reference books 2. India - Yearbooks 3. India - Handbooks, manuals etc. I. Wing, New
Media comp. II. Title
R 954.005 IND20
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20. Kumar, Jyoti
Jammu and Kashmir : a compendium / Jyoti Kumar and Aarushi Suri. - New Delhi:
Vivekananda International Foundation, 2020. xiv, 378p.

Abstract: Over the last seventy years, Jammu &Kashmir has seen political machinations, violence,
cross-border terrorism, instability and economic stagnation. On August 5, 2019, the Indian
Government decided to amend Article 370 of the Indian Constitution and usher the state into a new
era of peace and development, paving the way for complete integration with the national
mainstream. Following the momentous decision, there has understandably been a great deal of
interest in Jammu &Kashmir due to its reorganization as a Union Territory. The Vivekananda
International Foundation presents this Compendium on Jammu & Kashmir based on authentic
sources to mark the first anniversary of the re-organisation. The compendium traces the history of
Jammu & Kashmir since ancient times. It is an attempt to bring out the rich amalgamation of varied
identities that exist within the state`s population and presents evidences of its vivid and complex
cultural and ethno-religious heritage. The compendium discusses Jammu & Kashmir’s accession to
India, its political history, Pakistan sponsored cross border terrorism over the years, radicalization of
youth, confidence-building measures (CBMs) initiated by India, the amendment of article 370 and
the current situation. The compendium is an excellent academic resource for both scholars of
history, politics, terrorism and international relations, and general readers alike.
ISBN : 9789390095063.
1. Jammu & Kashmir - Union Territory 2. India - Jammu and Kashmir 3. Jammu and Kashmir Politics and government. I. Suri, Aarushi II. Title
954.6 KUM20
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